
From: Brian Kappen
To: Hnat, John J - DNR; Wayne Fassbender
Subject: RE: OHM 2262 0- 02-41-246246
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2020 11:13:01 AM
Attachments: 2248 Inspection and Maintenance Log.pdf

Sorry about that J. The correct O&M Log is attached.
Thanks,
Brian Kappen, Senior Geologist/ Project Manager
EnviroForensics® | N16W23390 Stone Ridge Dr, Suite G, Waukesha, WI 53188
Direct 414.326.4412 | Mobile 262.745.5054 | enviroforensics.com

From: Hnat, John J - DNR [mailto:John.Hnat@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 12:18 PM
To: Wayne Fassbender ; Brian Kappen 
Subject: OHM 2262 0- 02-41-246246
Hi,
On Page 175 of the revised closure packet, the title of the inspection and maintenance log is for the
Lloyd’s site and not for the Marinello Property. Send it along ASAP. And, emails for Wilkoski &
Cunningham, and City of West Allis for Wepking?

P J. Hnat, C.P.G, P.G.. 
Project Manager/Hydrogeologist 
Remediation and Redevelopment Program 
Southeast Region Headquarters 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
(() phone: (414) 263-8644, temporary cell: (414) 881-0523
(() fax: (414) 263-8550
(+) e-mail: John.Hnat@wisconsin.gov
We are committed to service excellence. Click here to evaluate how I did.
Notice: This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential information. Use and further disclosure of any of this information by the recipient
must be consistent with applicable Wisconsin and federal laws, regulations and agreements. If you received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender;
delete the e-mail; and do not use, disclose, or store the information it contains.
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VAPOR MITIGATION SYSTEM INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE LOG
2248 SOUTH 108TH STREET, WEST ALLIS, WISCONSIN


NAME PHOTO FUNCTION CHECK NORMAL OBSERVATION POSSIBLE REPAIR DATE NOTES / REPAIR COMPLETED


Fan Type = RadonAway GP501


End of pipe free from obstructions.


Sump seal is air tight around edge and 
at pipe penetrations.


Sump cover may need to be re-sealed or 
replaced if cracks or leaks appear, or if the 
sump pump needs to be maintained.


Fan may need to be replaced every 15 to 20 
years.
Replacement fan to have similar 
specifications as original with respect to 
flow and vacuum.


SYSTEM COMPONENT


Fan creates a vacuum and lowers 
pressure below foundation.


The fan also removes soil gasses from 
below foundation for discharge to 
atmosphere.


Fan Operation
Fan Location
Motor Noise


Fan is on
Fan mounted outside and secure


Fan motor is quiet (loud motor may 
indicate a problem)


Have professional test pressures if pipes are 
modified or cracks appear.


Measures differential pressure between 
vacuum side of vent pipe and indoor 
space.


This measurement confirms the fan is 
creating a vacuum.


Liquid Level in 
Manometer


Liquid level in manometer is between 
1 and 3 in H20


A change in liquid level indicates a change 
in the vacuum below the foundation.  This 
could be caused by fan failure, vent pipe 
blockage, shallow water below foundation, 
or other conditions.


Troubleshoot or hire professional to identify 
the cause and repair if needed.


Pipe carries soil gas outside and vents 
it to the atmosphere.


Vent Pipe Condition
Vent Pipe Location


The exhaust is more than 15 feet from 
windows and air intakes.


Have professional test pressures if pipes are 
modified or cracks appear.


Vent pipe may require replacement, or 
cleaning to remove ice or debris.


Vent pipe remains connected to fan.


No penetrating cracks or holes in 
foundation.


No alterations or additions to building 
foundation.


Seal cracks or other penetrations as you 
would to prevent water from entering.


If building floor plan has changed, contact a 
professional contractor or WDNR to 
evaluate if modifications to the mitigation 
system are necessary.


Repair or replace the seal and cover as 
needed.


Permanently seal hole if vapor pin is ever 
removed.


This is a sample port to measure 
vacuum or collect soil gas sample(s) if 
needed.


Pin Seal/Cap
Pin Condition


Foundation is a barrier that minimizes 
soil gas entry into building.


Foundation Condition
Foundation Footprint


Pin is sealed and capped when not in 
use.
A manometer can be connected to the 
vapor pin to check sub-slab vacuum 
(not required).  Vac should be less 
than -0.004 in H20.


Sump Cover: Vapor is collected in 
sump and cover prevents vapor from 
getting inside building.


Sump Cover Seal


ANNUAL INSEPECTION


Suction Point with 
Vent Pipe


Fan


Suction Point : Soil gases are collected 
in a pit below the foundation, and tight 
seal prevents soil gas from entering the 
building.


Vent Pipe: Pipe conveys the vacuum 
from the fan, and collects soil gases for 
discharge to the atmosphere.


Suction Point Seal
Vent Pipe Condition


Seal is air tight around pipe 
penetration.


Vent pipe is connected to fan and has 
not cracked.


Suction point seal or vent pipe may need to 
be replaced in cracks or leaks appear.


Manometer or 
Differential Pressure 
Gauge


Outdoor Vent Pipe


Foundation Floor


Vapor Pin


Sealed Sump






